


Bits & Bytes
from the director

Last month I started a series on "DMA
CORE VALUES" and focused on
"PEOPLE." I believe that the Strategic
Vision statement that is out now should tell
everyone very clearly how the Executive
Board values the role people have in DMA's
success.

Now I would like to focus on "OUR
CUSTOMERS," because I have received
many questions and comments about custom-
ers. Several DMA employees speculated on
who and where, exactly, are their customers.
Others had questions about what the customer
thinks of the products or how they value
DMA's service, since most of us don't directly communi-
cate with the customer. Let me try to help all of us under-
stand these issues.

First, our customers are everywhere, doing the many
varied missions of the U.S. Department of Defense. They
are large units like Corps, Divisions, Battle Groups, Wings,
etc., but they are also individuals serving in a country as an

attachd or security assistance officer. They are the soldiers
on patrol in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
pilots flying in Provide Comfort, sailors in the battle group
in the Persian Gulf or people on staffs in all the cabinet
agencies in Washington. Those are our customers.

People who have the pride that I discussed in last
month's article should know that whatever part they played

Air Force Maj. Gen. Philip Nuber

in providing a needed product was critical to
the customer's ability to successfully
complete the mission. Let me tell you a
simple fact. A pilot, tank driver or infantry-
man does not bven think of going out the
door of hisftrer unit to start on the mission
without first having the right map in hand. I
know because for many years I was that
person. So whatever your role in the process,
support or actual production, do it with pride!

Next, on the matter of feedback, our
customer support teams will play a critical
role in getting all of us closer to our custom-
ers. Their efforts will help to better identify

and prioritize customer needs, and in that process get
additional direct feedback on specific products and ser-
vices. If you have ideas on the best ways to get that
feedback to the people doing the work, send those ideas to
the Executive Board e-mail box, or to the RIO. Keeping
open the lines of communication supports continuous
improvement and our core values.

What does this all mean? If we value "our customers,"
and we do that as a matter of habit, we should not have to
worry about who or where they are, because we have their
interests at heart in everything we do. And we do it because
they are our customers; bgcause we are proud of our
individual work; and because we are proud to be members
of the DMA Team.
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DMA S/. I-ouis plants time capsule
Of special interest to many of the DMA St. Louis

employees participating in the Employee Appreciation Day
picnic was the burying of the ACIC/AC Time Capsula, s
collection of items put forward by employees anxious to
preserve a small piece of the last 50 years for the next
century.

The capsule was the brainchild of Walt Robinson of the
St. Louis Perforrnance Improvement Office, who person-

ally promoted and coordinated the project. In late May
Robinson sent the first of several e-mail messages to his co-
workers, urging them to think about "leaving a little
memento of n'ho )'ou are and what you did at the Aero-
space Center."

Scores of employees did just that, and the resulting pile
of books, papers, photos and other mementoes was put on
display far 24 hours before being carefully placed in an

airtight fiberglass container specially constructed by
Facifities Engineering. After a brief address by Robinson it
was buried by employees who stood in line to shovel in one

ceremonious spade-full of earth at a time.
In his "thank you" message to all who made the picnic a

success Bill Brown made special mention of the project and

thanked Robinson for "a remarkable and creative idea,"
adding that it would be appreciated "not just by current
DMA employees but by the next generation."

Photo by Jim Stepanik
Paf Riley shovels dirt onto the DMA St. Louis time capsule.

Cong ratulati ons Barb lvery

Bill Brown, left, congratulates
Barbara lvery on her
appointment to the Senior
Executive Seruice at a reception
held in her honor June 23.
lvery began her career at DMA
in August 1963 as a
mathematician at the Aerospace
Center. She has held a variety
of senior leadership positions at
all three of DMA's production
componenfs. Presently, she is
Deputy Director for OG's Source
M anagement Weste rn Office.
lvery is a graduate of the
Federal Executive lnstitute and
was DMA's first graduate of the
Department of Defense Senior
Executive Leadership
Development Program.
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Flog lowers on

AC, rises on

DMASI. I^ouis

At Right: DMA director
Air Force Maj. Gen.
Philip Nuber (left)
accepts AC's encased
flag from the
organization's final
director Bill Brown

Below: General Nuber
(left) and Paul Peeler of
Reston Center wait as
the RC flag is furled as
part af its deactivation.
System Center and
Combat Support Center
were also deactivated.

Sunsettlng:

To consider saying "good bye" as a sad

occasion is normal to anyone. After all, by doing
so we are closing doors on the way things were -things we were comfortable with. However, what
we should look forward to is the chance for new
opportunities and possibilities not available to us

in our past.

The sunsetting ceremony held here June 29 rs a
perfect example" We said "good bye" to the
Aerospace Center, but by walking through that
door we have embarked on a journey that will lead

us into a more efficient way of working with our
customers.

The St. Louis ceremony was

one of three which lowered the
flag on DMA's past and raised

the flag on the future.

"Putting our customers tirst
has been the thrust of our
reinvention movement," said
DMA's director, Air Force Maj.
Gen. Philip'W. Nuber. "We must
continue to be responsive to the

needs of our customers today and

be sure the agency is ready to
meet rapidly emerging customer
needs in a rapidly changing
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General Nuber (eft) presents Earl Phillips
the DMA flag.

world."

Less than a
year &go,

DMA's
leadership
signed on to the
reinvention
idea as part of
the customer-
driven standard
set forth in
President

Clinton and
Vice President
Gore's Report
of the National
Perforrnance
Review.

DMA's
then-director
Air Force Maj.

Gen. Ray O'Mara announced that the agency
would become a reinvention laboratory. With its
7 ,400 people, DMA is the largest such laboratory.

In launching its reinvention efforts, the agency
adopted a businesslike approach, applying the
"customer service" concept throughout its
planning. The theme, "Responsive today... Ready
for tomorrow" drove DMA's four-prong
reinvention: getting closer to the customer;
improving readiness; becoming more responsive;
and organrzrng around core processes.

"Our focus responds to the changing world
environment, new technologies, budgets and
resources, and national strategies," Nuber said.

The general does not discount the history of
the Aerospace Center. In fact he said he believed
it has a large part of the success of the agency.

Through DMA St. Louis' history, "you have
chartered our course for the future," he said.

The example he used to demonstrate the
success of the Aerospace Center was an Evasion

Chart signed by Capt. Scott o'Grady, the pilot
downed in Bosnia. Nuber portrayed the EVC as
something to be proud of and a symbol of how
important and,successful the job the people of
DMAAC have done; because the EVC may have
played a critical part in the captain's rescue.

He also stressed that it takes individual
commitment to the organtzatron to make it a
successful one. He callqd on everyone to be
committed to the reinvented organ rzatron to make
it work.

The choir sang "Aerospace Pathways ln The sky," a song composed
by former DMAAC employee, Gene Knight.

Photos by Jim Stepanik
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Right: Lt. Col. Martin
instructed the audience how
to slide.

Below: A team member takes

a swing and a miss, however,
she is being backed uP like a
good team should be.

Above: Members try their hand at robotic

boxing.

Left: The "Bungee Run" Proved a

competition unto itself when these people

made it the end of their cords they were

reminded what bungee was made for-

Picnic celebrqtt
By Donald R. Kusturin
Editor

Someone long ago said a

picture is worth a thousand

words. More recently, someone

said, "if a picture is worth a
thousand words, why can't I
paint you?" I think it was Jim

Croce who said that; what he

meant, well, I'm not real sure.

These pictures were taken

June 2l at the Employee APPre-

ciation Day and I do know why;
to show the recognition of those

who worked for the Defense

Mapping Agency St. Louis, both
new and "experienced."

The event allowed employees

a few hours away from work to
enjoy themselves as part of
management's way of saYing

"good job."
The three-hour event featured

many activities, ranging from
boxing to sumo wrestling.
People were dancing to DJ

played music and singing in tune,

and sometimes not so in tune, to

karaoke music.
Lt.

Col.
Joann
Martin (in
costume at

right) served
as master of
ceremonies.
She informed
the crowd as

W;rT{tF;:,

Lt. Col. Joann M
master of cerem

,'' *:ffi&
h"*"i'' 

-"

Above: Two AC members take out their frustrations

on each others as sumo wrestlers.

Right: A caricature artist
sketches a willing ParticiPant.
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)s employees
to what was coming up next and

all other important data which
was needed to enjoy the day in
the proper manner.

She also pointed out who
could and could not "slide," as

in the "Electric Slide."
The affair started with the

serving of sandwiches, chips and

drinks by DMA St. Louis
management and the Civilian
Welfare Council.

The finale was headed up by
the performance of "Diana Ross

and the Security Supremes."
The group, led by Belinda

Rhone, lip-synched a Diana
Ross tune with choreography to
match. Their encore was the
introduction of "Grandpa
Jackson" doing his best to
"moonwalk" and dance the part
of his grandson, Michael.

The group stole the show and

took home the first-place
recognition of the thoroughly
entertained audience of AC
members.

Their competition came from
the karaoke performers and an

AQS skit titled "Reinvention
Makeover."

To wrap up, the day was clear and

Above: "Diana Ross, aka
Belinda Rhone, and the
Security Supremes"
entertained the crowd.

Photos by:
Jim Stepanik

ln the "Water Wars" you could opt to give, as
pictured on the left, or receive, es above.
Sometimes it was not an option.

#fi sgrr€d as
res"

bright and

a good
time was

had by all.
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DMASL l^ouis Awards
The following is the continued list

of March award winners. The initial
list was printed June L6.

Performance Award
Schlitzero Frederick D., DPEC
Schoenbeck, Brenda J., DPED
Schwab, Kevin D., DPAF
Scroggins, Alan D., RDRA
Shepard, Edwin R., DPAC
Shepherd, Gregory 8., DPAG
Sim, Cynthia S., RDRE
Simmons, Linda, DOS
Skelton, Robert A., RDRD
Smart, BarbaraJ., DPED
Smith, Wayne 8., DPAB
Snedaker, Marshall G., DPAA
Squ.ires, Charles E., DPEE
Starkey, David S., DPAC
Stephens, Virginia A., DOS

Stevens, Elizabeth A., DPAA
Strande, James L., DPED
Straughter, Maurice., RDRC
Street, Kendall D., DPED
Stuart, Jayne Renne, DPAE
Swanson, Gregory A., DPAE
Tamajian, Richard 8., DPAD
Tidwell, Hubert C., RDRD
Tyus, Robert L., DPEC
Van Cleve, Brad K., DPAA
Vandermeulen, Maryann A., DPED
Vasse, June K., DPE
Wader, Carl W., RDRA
Walters, Ruth Ann, RDP
White, Linda Kay, RDP
Williams, Bonnie J., RP

Williams, Catherine A., RDRA
Willman, Larry W., DPPB

Wyckoff, Richard L., DPAF
Zwerfel, Cheryl R., MCAJ

Separation Incentive
Gillespie, Melvin, HRSD

Special Act or Service
Andrews, Jimmy S., HRR
Arbogast, Albert D., MCDE
Brueckmann, Robert P., SDDC
Champlin, Robert D., PED
Collins, David L., IvICDB
Cotter, Sylvia A., MCEB
Durnal, Steven A., MCDD
Edkins, George T., MCDB
Ferrell, Earline A., LOTA

Freeman, Silvia D., SDDC
Gingrich, Mark W., MCDC
Glass, Bobbie J., MCDD
Hall, Kelly D., SDDC
Herrick, Drew M., MCDC
Hoemann, Mark H., TSSDA
Ketron, David A., DPA
Lawrence, Gordon L., SDRG
Moehrle, Wayne D., LOTA
Oldham, Stuart M., MCOE
Oswill, Susan K., SDRG
Reller, William J., MCDC
Roerig, Patricia A., SDCC
Rosendale, Robert D., MCDE
Stanley, Randall L., TSSDA
stubblefield, Flynn J., SDAB
Warmath, Eric 8., MCDD
Willenburg, Giselle T., SDD
Wilson, Mary E., GGB

Suggestion Cash Award
Johnson, Frederic R., SDDB
Morrow, Richard L., MCBL
Sim, Cynthia S., RDRE
Tatgenhorst, Mark D., MCF
Time Off Award
Bartels, William J., PSA
Baugh, William E., MCAB
Berry, Robert G., MCAB
Bottoms, William H. III, MCAB
Breckner, Carole S., DPBF
Burton, Andrey D., DPBB
Comer, Rollie Jr., DPBF
Davies, David W., MCAB
Densmore, Patrick C., DPBB
Dittrich, Denise, TSSHD

Doderer, Katherine A., MCAB
Ehrhard, Darlene, HRSAO
Ferguson, Lori J., MCAD
Ferguson, Tony H., DPBF
Gettings, Rick H., DPBE
Gross, Mark H., DPBB
Holland, Prines W., MCAB
Hudson, Stephen P., DPBB
Kentch, Pamela S., HRSA
Lamborn, Harry W., MCAB
Layton, Harold V., DPBB
Leach, David J., DPBB
Lemay, Paul A., DPBB
Manford, Eric G., DPBB
Mark, Thomas P., DPBB
Mccluer, Arthur C., SDCD
Mroz, Timothy I., DPBF
Mueller, William J., MCAB
Norman, William E., PPCF
Oswill, Steven D., MCAB
Otoole, Geoffrey J., DPBB
Overbeck, Mary T., HRSAO
Peplaw, Timothy J., MCAB
Prewitt, Melissa, SDFE
Roberts, Garrett M., MCAB
Rucker, Ivory O. Jr., MCAB
Ruland, RobertL., MCAB
Sindel, John A., DPBF
Siudzinski, Jeffrey A., DPBB
Stark, Kenneth W., MCAB
White, Patricia A., HRSAO
Wickam, Earl W., DPBB
Wile, Brenda F., MCAB
Williams, Clark J., DPBF
Yanko, Erma R., MCAB
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